! NTEGRA110N was one of those enigmatic notions that crept into the vocabulary of the African American liberation struggle of the twentieth century, which then seemingly turned into a palimpsest, blotting out any trace of its historical origins. A term that "everyone" apparently understood but which most failed to interrogate, integration was commonly perceived as the "inverse" of segregation-which was only true insofar one was willing to reduce each term to a spatial metaphor, with segregation indicating societal "exclusion" and integration signifying "inclusion." This makeshift conceptual simplificaticlll was frequently patched over by the drafting of desegregation as an intermediate term standing for the inversion of segregation, with integration now elevated to a more or less utopian concept of how a society sans racial distinctions ought to appear. The purpose of this essay is to trace the Great Depression origins of integration nomenclature, review the sharpening of its parameters in a long-forgotten "integration versus separation" debate, and provide a baseline argument for a more extensive set of questions and answers to come. (1964). 343 .
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"INTEGRATION" is a on~e-popular term that began to lose tractIOn around the mid 1970s, coinciding with limitations placed on school busing by the Supreme Court decision known as Milliken v. Bradley (1974) .1 In stark contrast to the 1950s, one rarely hears mention of the word today. But what did integration signity, and when did its contemporary use begin? Some interpreted the word as'a synonym for civil rights; others felt that it ultimately stood for interracial marriage or, at least, the loss of African American identity. For all of the scorn heaped upon radicals who came up short when attempting to define Black Power, most advocates of integration fared little better in delineating one of their own key slogans. Was that because some of its prime adherents may not have been up to the challenge? or was the lapse deliberate, as some believed, in order that a sub-rosa assimilationist agenda might be better served? To understand the concept of integration one must first begin with that of segregation-for in the popular mind, segregation was identified with the exclusion of African Americans from the socalled mainstream of American life, whilẽ ntegr~tio~was concerned with prospects of mcluslOn mto those same, prevailing currents. Nothing better exemplified the inseparabili.t~of the two concepts as when they were Jomed together in highly charged "integration vs. segregation" dialogs or disputes, r creative. variations thereof: e.g. "integration vs. separation," "ihtegration vs. isolation," "integration vs. emigration." A major problem with all of these terms, however, is that proponents on all sides sought to reduce complex social relations to the language of spatial metaphor-a practice guaranteed to produce muddled outcomes. SEGREGATION - that is to say, the legally sanctioned, spatial separation of whites and blacks in southern life that flourished from 1890 onwards-emerged as a successful effort to rebuild the racial hierarchy of slavery extinguished by the Civil War and its aftermath. The first precondition for the enactment of these laws is that those who desired them had the power to enact them. This power was achieved, in part, by disfranchising blacks. The disfranchisement occurred through the use of violence and intimidation, as a result of divisiveness among blacks, through taking advantage of blacks, and because of an absence of strong intervention by those who held power in the national government. 3 Under slavery, holders of slaves exercised total control over their captive labor supply; under conditions of emancipation, that control was lost, to be replaced in agriculture, in any case, by other forms of coerced labor. 4 Segregation laws held sway over the physical mobility of black laborers in general, thus limiting their possibilities for economic advancement. In the same way that white employers might benefit from segregation, laws regulating the physical mobility of black workers tended to benefit some white workers, at least, by serving to limit job competition; at the same time, segregationist measures severely hindered the ability of white and black workers to organize around common material goals: i.e., higher wages and more humane working conditions. Segregation offered an additional means for the continued suppression of black political power. There would be additional benefits to segregationists as well, including a decline in social services to (and subsequent costs of upkeep for) black residential areas, a foisting of substandard education on black children, as well as offerings of shoddy, overpriced products and services to captive groups of black customers on the part of private ven-THE BLACK SCHOLAR VOLUME 42, NO.1 dors. Separate and unequal facilities spelled degradation and humiliation for blacks: a daily reminder of one's absolute, lowest status in the social hierarchy. And, finally, the isolation of black folk from the general population denied them possibilities of contact and communication with the majority of society, thereby depriving them of information essential to health, wealth, and overall social development. 5 Resurrection of Racial Hierarchy T HOUGH never fully attainable in actual life, the ideal racial hierarchy assumed the existence of a social structure whereby, in terms of both power and corresponding sense of social worth, whites would occupy an absolute, superordinate position in society and blacks, conversely, a totally subordinate position. 6 From the standpoint of power, of course, a racially superordinate ranking totally depended on the existence of a subordinate counterpart; correspondingly, from the perspective of social worth, the sense of superiority enshrined in the social construction of whiteness was necessarily complemented by a sense of inferiority embedded in the construction of blackness:
SEGREGATION

D E JURE
In the popular conception the character of the Negro is transposed and set as the diametric opposite of white character. Nevertheless, it is plain that just as the devil completes the world view of popular religion, so the conception of black folk is an essential antipode in the whitecaste ideology. Black folk serve as the complement of white folk in the social philosophy enveloping the biracial society.7
This sense of black "otherness" operated not only on the corporeal plane, but on those invoking morality and social esteem as well. In its absolute, Manichean form, whites were said to be the repository of all that was corporeally beautiful, blacks, of everything offensive to aesthetic taste; whites were revealed as archetypes of moral behavior, blacks as the epitome of debasement; whites excelled as contributors to civilization, whereas blacks served as impediments to social progress. Such spurious claims were deemed essential to justifying racial hierar-chy during slavery, and would be revived in the post-Reconstruction era.
Economic Exploitation
W ITH THE END of slavery, the loss of white control over black labor appeared complete. But that situation would not endure for long. The isolation of black toilers under segregation aided in maintaining most blacks in the least remunerative job categories such as tenant farming and domestic work; helped to sustain a pool of cheap agrarian labor; and by keeping many black workers secured to the land, suppressed their potential economic competition with white urban laborers. What is more, segregation hindered the development of tradeunion consciousness. At industrial sites, segregation in job categories and within industries themselves kept black wages low. On the commerce side, black merchants were not allowed to compete with their white counterparts outside black segregated zones, while white merchants possessed freedom of movement inside those same zones. Segregation was not the cause of the economic exploitation of black folk above and beyond the normal in the post-Reconstruction era and beyond, but it assuredly acted as a contributing factor. s Racial Etiquette R ACIAL HIERARCHY under slavery required consistent monitoring and enforcement, the first of which was satisfied by means of a draconian system of racial etiquette. The function of etiquette was:
[T] 0 prescribe correct form for every conceivable sort of contact between whites and Negroes, in such manner as to serve as a constant reminder to the former that they are superior and to the later that they are inferior.... in other words, a compulsory ritual denoting first-and second-dass citizenship.... It [had] more than psychological and social significance, serving also the basic economic and political purpose of facilitating the exploitation of nonwhites by whites, collectively and individually. 9 Prescribed greetings, forms of address, and manners required deferential behavior from blacks, from whom every white person possessed an automatic right to demand. Assigned the lowest rung in the overall racial hierarchy, African Americans dared not manifest any hint of refusing their allocated "place."11 Mild reprobation for doing so might carry forth in a charge of their being "impudent," "uppity," "biggity," "out of their place," etc.; but if the infraction be deemed sufficiently injurious, a more serious chastisement might arrive in the form of a death sentence. Much of this racial etiquette remained intact in the transition from slavery to the post-Reconstruction era; indeed, its legacy still haunts American life today.
Unpeaceful Coexistence T OWARDS the end of the eighteenth century, German philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder predicted that the forced annexation of several nationalities under the aegis of a single state would result in dire consequences:
A nation is as natural a plant as a family only with more branches. Nothing, therefore, is more manifestly contrary to the purpose of political government than the unnatural enlargement of states, the wild mixing of various races and nationalities under one sceptre. A human sceptre is far too weak and slender for such incongruous parts to be engrafted upon it. Such states are but patched-up contraptions, fragile machines, appropriately called state-machines, for they are wholly devoid of inner life, and their component parts are connected through mechanical contrivances instead of bonds of sentiment. Approaching the topic somewhat differently in this same period, Thomas Jefferson averred that the peaceful coexistence of African and European descendants on common soil was impossible: the likely end would be the extermination of one group by the other. After setting forth his argument for the colonization of blacks, Jefferson anticipated a logical counter-response:
Why not retain and incorporate the blacks into the state, and thus save the expense of supplying, by importation of white settlers, the vacancies they will leave? Deep rooted prejudices entertained by the whites; ten thousand recollections, by the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained; new provocations; the real distinctions which nature has made; and many other circumstances, will divide us into parties, and produce convulsions which will probably never end but in the extermination of the one or the other race."
In 1835 French political thinker Alexis de Tocqueville, no doubt contemplating, from his perspective, the successful examples of slavery in the New World as well as the unsuccessful outcome in San Domingo, advanced a claim similar to that of Jefferson: "Hitherto, wherever the whites have been the most powerful, they have held the blacks in degradation or in slavery; wherever the Negroes have been strongest, they have destroyed the whites: this has been the only balance which has ever taken place between the two races.,,14 British philosopher John Stuart Mill also pessimistically concluded in 1861 that "Free institutions are next to impossible in a country made up of a different nationalities, Among a people without fellow-feeling, especially if they read and speak different languages, the united public opinion necessary to the working of representative government can not exist.,,15 In the US the myth of inherent racial incompatibility was hardly confined to the black-white binary model, but extended to Native Americans, Mexicans, as well as immigrants from Central and Eastern Europe beginning in the 1880s. 16
Honor and Miscegenation T HE SENSE of social hierarchy under slavery was fiercely accentuated by the idea of honor, which, in addition to buttressing racial division, reflected class and gender stratification as well. In the South, the noblest sense of honor, of social esteem, and the defense of which was ultimately epitomized in the duel, was reserved for "gentlemen"-a group to which the planter class contributed an outsize shareY However, lower-class whites also retained a popular code of honor that played out among themselves, and the satisfaction of which tended to manifest itself in the exchange of knife fights and eye-gougings. 18 Woman's honor, on the other hand, rested solely in her sexual virtue, though southern white women may have observed additional honorific standards that were acknowledged THE BLACK SCHOLAR VOLUME 42, NO.1 only within their own circles. 10 Woman's honor was never entirely her own, for it belonged primarily, and perhaps totally, to men viewed as her primary protector-be that her husband or male relatives. 20 Lower-class females, however, were never assumed to possess sexual honor in the sense exuded by planter-elass, southern belles. Under slavery, planters monopolized the highest attributes of honor, while blacks of any stature were credited with none. With the collapse of the planter class following the Civil War, the concept of white southern honor did not disappear along with the principal social pillars that undergirded its existence, but underwent what can only be described as a rough democratization that lasted well into the 1920s and beyond. 21 Gone was the ritualized duel, now frequently replaced by haphazard exchanges of gunfire whenever gentlemanly disagreements exceeded the bounds of civility. Post-war honor took on a more uniformly racial tone in that most southern whites were assumed to possess racial honor, in contradistinction to blacks, who continued to possess none. As in antebellum times, poor whites continued to be excluded from the ranks of honor as well. 22 Most important to our discussion, however, is that, unless proved otherwise, most white women of whatever social class Were now assumed to be virtuous, that is to say sexually "pure," with white men of whatever social standing serving as selfappointed guardians of said purity. As Ida B. Wells observed in 1892, '''The leading citizens' of Memphis are defending the 'honor' of all white women, demi-monde included." Such an observance could easily be extended to the entire South.Jacquelyn Dowd Hall notes that:
The connotations of wealth and family background attached to the position of the lady in the antebellum South faded in the twentieth century, but the power of "ladyhood" as a value construct remained. The term denoted chastity, frailty, graciousness.... If a woman passed the tests of ladyhood, she could tap into the reservoir of protectiveness and shelter known as southern chivalry. Women unable or unwilling to comply with such normative demands forfeited the claim to personal security. Together the practice of ladyhood and the etiquette of chivalry functioned as highly effective strategies of control over women's behavior as well as powerful safeguards of caste restrictions. ,,23
Wholesale lynchings of black men were carried out in the guise of honor killings. 24 The concept of honor itself became one of the driving forces behind a new-found urgency aimed at combating "miscegenation," or the biological mixing of the races. Indeed, on the surface the fear of miscegenation would appear to have been one of the most salient concerns of southern white men of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 25 Rather than expressing a more general disquietude linked to the potential disappearance of white identity, however, this apparent fear was more likely aligned with white male trepidations regarding potential sexual competition posed by emancipated black men vis-a-vis white women. 26 As Du Bois noted in 1922, "To the ordinary American or Englishman, we have always realized, the race question is at bottom simply a matter of the ownership of women; white men want the right to own and use all women, colored and white, and they resent any intrusion of colored men into this domain."27 Of course, the question "at bottom" was far more complex than that of sexual conquest, as Du Bois himself understood. Yet there could be no denying that a white male fear of sexual competition played a role behind the miscegenationist smokescreen. Nor was there any reason why the fears of both amalgamation and sexual competition might not be combined in a single screed:
If we sit with Negroes at our tables, if we entertain them as our guests and social equals, if we disregard the colour line in all other relations, is it possible to maintain it fixedly in the sexual relation, in the marriage of our sons and daughters, in the propagation of our species? Unquestionably, No! It is certain as the rising of tomorrow's sun, that, once the middle wall of social partition broken down, the mingling of the tides of life would begin instantly and proceed steadily. Of course, it would be gradual, but none the less sure, none the less irresistible. It would make itself felt at first most strongly in the lower strata of the white population; but it would soon invade the middle and menace insidiously the very uppermost. Many bright Mulattoes would ambitiously woo, and not a few would win, well-bred women disappointed in love or goaded by impulse or weary of the stern struggle for existence. As a race, the Southern Caucasian would be irreversibly doomed!"
The entire issue appeared to boil down to a single, insipid phrase: "Would you want your sister (or daughter) to marry a Negro?" Du Bois responded to this impoverished logic with a simple rejoinder: "If any white person does not want to marry a colored person, no one is going to compel him. If he is asked, he has simply to say no.,,29 With the protection of white female purity catapulted to the very pinnacle of white social concerns, a calculated and bizarre "sexualization" of efforts carried out by black men to improve either their material condition or self-respect was often met with lynching. 30 Central to our concerns, in any case, the cry of miscegenation served as a major as well as novel subterfuge for an unprecedented implementation of legalized segregation measures in the late nineteenth century.
Summary
M ANY of the ideologies and social mechanisms of black control that had developed under slavery spread like malignant cancers in the years following Reconstruction. Most familiar were the dank and frayed ideologies of spurious racial hierarchy, as well as a demeaning racial etiquette that demanded deference and subservience to the idolatrous clay of white supremacy. The ultimate purpose of segregation was social control, and segregation under slavery itself had been a fact of life. But now, cloaked in newly-fitted legislative attire, coerced separation was assigned a berth in every aspect of southern life: public accommodations and transportation, schools, government buildings and services, residential and recreation areas, places of employment, and the like. New to the scene of rationalized justifications was the democratization of honor, which opened the way to the ideological "pedestaling" of most white women, to a particular denigrating of all black women, and to a related, pathological "sexualizing" of any and all efforts on the part of black men to achieve social equality. And, finally, longstanding ideas concerning the "impossibility" of whites and blacks ever peacefully inhabiting the US on the basis of equality, merely affirmed the seeming necessity for a total domination and control of the Africañ merican population. Had black labor not proved absolutely necessary to the functioning of the southern agrarian economy, it is likely that the history of blacks in America would have taken an even more tragic turn than it actually did. Because segregation intruded into every aspect of black life, it often appeared to constitute the overarching totality of Mrican American oppression. But that was merely a matter of appearance. Segregation functioned as a front-line mechanism for control over the black population, and as the single-most important instrument for the perpetuation of racial hierarchy. Its imposition in the post-Reconstruction era was a direct response to the collapse of social stratification prescribed by slavery, and its even tual demise would leave "normal" modes of political domination and economic exploitation fully intact.
INTEGRATION
T HE ABOLISHING of Jewish ghettos in latter nineteenth-century Europe introduced subsequent "problems of racial integration and disintegration" regarding Jewish identity, remarked Israel Zangwill, future popularizer of the concept of the American immigrant "Melting POt.,,31 T. Thomas Fortune once used the term-but in an opposite sense from that discussed here. When challenging an Afro-American opponent who declared himself against mixed schools and mixed marriages, Fortune accused him of arguing on the grounds of "race integration" -that is, of advocating "integration" exclusively among blacks. 32 One of the earliest applications of the term to society -but only in the most general sense -was made by sociologist Lester Ward in 1903. Following positivist tradition in the social sciences, Ward borrowed the biological concepts of "differentiation" and "integration" from the biological sciences and imposed them upon the dynamics of social groups. Ward noted that although "great efforts" had been made to "prevent the mixing of the white with the black races," they had been only partially successful (mixed results?). He distinguished between social integration and race integra-THE BLACK SCHOLAR VOLUME 42, NO.1 tion. Finally, his perspective was global. Racial integration meant biological assimilation on a global scale:
Whatever may be the present condition of things, and however great may be the obstacles to race mixture in certain cases, it is clear to those who contemplate the great future of mankind that race integration will go on until all the races of men shall be blended into one. Not that the lower races will overslaugh the higher ones, or that the latter will be dragged down to the level of the former The dominant races will always dominate the product, whatever it may be, but the less forceful elements will enter into it as modifiers. They represent qualities that in moderate proportions will improve and enrich the whole. The final great united world-race will be comparable to a composite photograph in which certain strong faces dominate the group, but in which may also be detected the softening influence of faces characterized by those refining moral qualities which reflect, the soul rather than the intellect. This final perfected human race will therefore embody all that is great and good in man. 33 Citing a handful of ethnographic researchers (including sociologist Ward above), Lincoln University graduate James M. Boddy interpreted integration in terms of physiological and psychological assimilation. Not only would the races ultimately be "blended into one," but their public schooling and contact with civil, religious, and political institutions would "produce a type of mankind to which all the races have contributed their integral share.,,34 At a meeting of the American Missionary Association in 1905, its president, the Rev. Amory H. Bradford, spoke on the topic of "Race Segregation and Race Integration," inaugurating a topic that would echo well into the future. A reporter characterized his remarks:
He asked, Is the wisest method of treating the population of any state that of keeping its classes, races and conditions by themselves? Or should every effort be made to obliterate class and racial distinctions and to bring the people into unity religiously, commercially, industrially and politically? ... The United States in these days is witnessing a revival of the tendency toward segregation, and this time it concerns races rather than states. It is manifest in the treatment by those who are in the majority of all the races, but especially"in their treatment of the colored race.... If carried out it would compel the colored people to consider their own interests rather than those of the nation, and gradually would create a state within a state whose interests would be hostile to those of the larger nation.... Opposed to that is the theory of integration, which insists that every means possible should be used to bring all classes and races into harmony."
In 1916 Randolph Bourne viewed the unification of trans-nationalities as "an enterprise of integration" into which the younger intelligentsia of America should pour itself. 36 And, speaking generally in 1925, an avowed racialist noted that, in the past, people of diverse races who had long been separated and who, as a result of their isolation had acquired distinguishing characteristics, were now caught up in a reverse historical trend leaning towards "integration," a process he claimed would be "accomplished largely through amalgamation."37 Although additional, fugitive sightings no doubt remain to be discovered, thereafter the term seems to have fallen into relative disuse until the Great Depression. 38
Contemporary, Popular Use T HE CONTEMPORARY employ of the term "integration" in a racial sense appears to have commenced with W.E.B. Du Bois in early 1933. 39 The issue of segregation was undeniably on the Crisis editor's mind at the time, as he himself was in the process of elaborating what he would fatefully label a "selfsegregation" plan for blacks. Although Du Bois himself made no obvious attempt to counterpose the themes of integration and segregation, his intervention would prepare the way for others to do so. In the February Crisis Du Bois unveiled an anticipated list of topics to appear that year under the banner of his new and forthcoming "racial philosophy" (an undertaking, of course, that led to his contentious resignation from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People some seventeen months later).4o The topic of "Society and Home Problems of life, social integration and human contact" was initially scheduled for discussion in the October number, but failed to appear. In an article devoted to race pride in the September issue, however, Du Bois lobbed a defiant challenge to the NAACP:
What are we really aiming at? The building of a new nation or the integration of a new group into an old nation? The latter has long been our ideal. Must it be changed? Should it be changed? 41 For fifteen years Du Bois had championed the idea of economic cooperatives for AfroAmericans, and in January, 1934 cooperatives became the centerpiece of his newly advocated program for black survival in the midst of the Great Depression. 42 Du Bois's subsequent disparaging of interracial contact as fruitless, his endorsement of federallysponsored, separate (read "segregated") homesteads for blacks, as well as his ill-chosen labeling of his revised program as one of economic "self-segregation" rocked the NAACP to the point of internal convulsion. 43 His new departure precipitated a response from Walter White in a March symposium devoted to the topic of segregation: "The Negro must, without yielding, continue the grim struggle for integration and against segregation for his own physical, moral and spiritual well-being and for that of white America and of the world at large," affirmed the NAACP Secretary.44 Du Bois responded to White and others the following month: "Extreme opponents of segregation act as though there was but one solution of the race problem," he argued, "and that, complete integration of the black race with the white race in America, with no distinction of color in political, civil or social life." Du Bois did not doubt that "integration" was "the great end" toward which humanity was tending, but opined that said process would require at least a century, and probably ten:
Since this is true, the practical problem that faces us is not a choice between segregation and no segregation, between compulsory interferences with human intercourse and, complete liberty of contact; the thing that faces us is given varying degrees of segregation. How shall we conduct ourselves so that in the end human differences will not be emphasized at the expense of human advance [? ) 45 In facilely theorizing that Mro-Americans had but two choices in their quest for equality: integration or isolation. The book's publication also may have marked the first time that the term "integrationist" appeared in a written work:
There come times when the most persistent integrationist becomes an isolationist, when he curses the White world and consigns it to hell. This tendency towards isolation is strong because it springs from a deep-seated, natural desire -a desire for respite from the unremitting, grueling struggle; for a place in which refuge might be taken. We are again and again confronted by this question. It is ever present, though often dormant."
References to "integration" of a racial nature also made their way permanently into sociological literature with the publication of Paul E. Baker's Negro-White Adjustment (1934) , where he claimed that organizations like the NAACP and the International Labor Defense were "working for the integration of American life and the absorption of the Negro into the institutions and organizations of the country. ,,48 Although Baker, in his strongly partisan work, advocated the "full integration" of blacks into American society, he surprisingly failed to volunteer any definition of the term. The term "integration" could just as easily refer to small institutions as to society at large, to objective social relations as to intersubjective ones. Beginning in the 1930s, when applied to specific programs or institutions, it seemed to function more like a synonym for civil rights than anything else -as in "integration of the armed forces," for example. When referring to the larger society, on the other hand, the term appeared to invoke some unspecified form of structural assimilation -as in "integration into the mainstream." From the perspective of those larger social relations, the term left unanswered questions as to whether or how the societal inclusion of black folk would impact existing power relationships between individuals and groups, or what its enacting might portend for Mrican American identity. The label "integrationist," on the other hand, appeared to stamp its bearer as assimilationist-oriented, with the qualifying prefixes of THE BLACK SCHOLAR VOLUME 42, NO. I "extreme" or "consummate" serving to extend the bearer's presumed assimilationist stance to that of biological amalgamation. Ambiguity and confusion were the inevitable result of forcing a simple spatial metaphor denoting inclusion to stand for a complex web of interlocking social relations. Nonetheless, employ of this novel terminology in the black press, inspired no doubt by its ongoing coverage of the NAACP's internal crisis, rapidly made its way into the pages of African American newspapers, attaching itself to racial critiques of New Deal policies, composition of the armed forces, and the state of American society as a whole. O F ELEVEN news stories or opinion pieces (one a two-part segment) referring to racial integration that were carried by the Pittsburgh Courier in 1934, six referred to societal inclusion, two to New Deal relief participation, one to societal inclusion via the New Deal, one to membership within the labor movement, and one to the makeup of the armed forces. 49 Typical were remarks such as those of Dean Charles Hamilton Houston of Howard Law School, who avowed that the Negro desired "integration into the armed forces in time of peace with equal opportunities in all arms according to merit," At a meeting of black workers called by the St. Louis Urban League, plans were advanced "for the integration of the Negro into the American labor movement. ... " In New Orleans Forrestor B. Washington of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration "suggested that the most effective means of obtaining real integration of the Negro into the relief program" and of interpreting that program to Negroes, would be to organize a committee of representative blacks to secure this goal. As a purely descriptive term with limited scope, such calls for "integration" were not likely to cause confusion -unless, of course, one were attempting to quantify the outcome, as in calculating the percentage of black folk needed in order that an institution qualifY as being "integrated."
Among the more enthusiastic supporters of the new nomenclature appearing in black newspapers in 1934 was columnist George S. Schuyler. Of the seven Courier articles refer-ring in one way or another to larger societal integration, Schuyler contributed three. "Social students have long known that one of the forces retarding the Americanization of aliens is the petite bourgeoisie of these various minority groups," affirmed Schuyler in one such article.
While a considerable number of these good folk help to expedite the integration of their people into the life of the adopted country, a larger number work to slow up the process by fostering cultural and social separation from the body of American citizens.
This struggle between these two groups for the leadership of their people is often a dramatic one, with occasional highlights of tragedy and comedy. In the end, however, the group standing for integration: i.e., Americanization, always triumphs, because it is indicating what the masses sense as the proper course.
He then denounced retrogressive, petit-bourgeois elements among Jews, Italians, Greeks, Russians, Armenians, Swedes, '~and other such alien groups" who resisted Americanization, and likened them to counterparts in the Mrican American population. 50 Among blacks, he noted, there were only: a few who, endowed with social vision, discern that if the colored brother and sister are to be saved, they must become assimilated, integrated, merged with the surrounding population as soon as possible, not only culturally but physically; that any policy likely to retard this process of Americanization is dangerous ifnot suicidal.'l U NLIKE the undercover championing of ultimate biological assimilation by others of his generation, Schuyler's straight-talk had the merit of allowing that integration was equivalent to Americanization, that full Americanization was dependent on biological assimilation, and that biological assimilation would ultimately lead to civil rights for blacks who, as blacks, would by then no longer exist. But what made Schuyler's conception of Americanization significantly different from that of his nineteenth-century intellectual forbearers had to do with his concept of a broad-based American culture that had already incorporated vast cultural blocs of Mrican American-influenced components. This "contributionist" and ''vindicationist" concept-frequently confused with the concept of cultural pluralism-was first anticipated by Du Bois in the form of American artistic cuI ture, then su bseq uen tly acknowledged by James Weldon Johnson as having triumphed in the popular realm. 52 The issue of biological intermingling aside, this was decidedly not the assimilation at the cultural level envisioned by a Charles Chesnutt or Frederick Douglass. 54 Subsequently, they committed their disagreements to print-first in the Amsterdam News, then in slightly more polished form in the Jewish Frontier magazine. 55 In many respects, however, this divarication was but a return to the internal debate that had erupted within the NAACP three years earlier, leading to Du Bois's resignation from its board as well as editorship of the Crisis magazine. Arguing the case for "integration," Schuyler pointed to several conflicting schools of thought among black Americans: "Some, despairing of complete acceptance into American society, advocate drawing off to themselves, developing separate Negro institutions, a separate economy, and cutting contact with whites to an irreducible minimum." Others, on the other hand, "hold that segregation whether enforced from within or without will only aggravate the situation, increase interracial misunderstanding, make for more friction and worsen the condition of the Negro." Schuyler voluntarily belonged to this second camp, but had much more to add to the program.
The social and economic evils from which colored people suffer, and against which they rightly complain, are in every instance the result of discrimination and segregation. In other words, of isolation. How odd, then, that we should find Negroes urging more segregation! For it doesn't matter whether a group is driven off to itself or goes off voluntarily: such isolation is injurious to both groups. Both lose something. Practically all these schemes for racial organization of Negroes imply segregation and isolation and are therefore hopelessly reactionary in an age when peoples everywhere are more socially and economically interdependent than ever before.
The awful realities of lynching, segregation, color discrimination, restricted residence, inadequate hospitalization and educational inequality naturally demand some sort of organization to combat them. As near as possible, however, such organization should be interracial, like the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People....56
Hence all-black organizations -save for one purpose alone -were illicit:
One of the greater responsibilities of the colored people is to see that the qualities of which they complain in the whites are eliminated in themselves. If any strictly Negro organization is needed, it is needed for that purpose alone.
57
It is to be noted that Schuyler essentially construed the debate between himself and McKay as one of "integration versus segregation," where segregation was quixotically definedas assimilationists were wont to do -as a separation of races brought about by either voluntary or forcible means. McKay, on the other hand, was hardly arguing for segregation of any sort, but opined that, in order to survive the ravages of the Great Depression, Mrican Americans needed to follow a plan of se1f-organization. If, argued McKay:
[A] scheme is put forward to establish something beneficial and exclusively for Negroes, such as a hospital, a school or a bank, the black cry of segregation is heard. No sane Negro believes in or desires legal segregation, in which his racial group will be confined by law to ghettoes. For such a system of segregation will inevitably result in congestion and increased crime, disease and filth.'s To the contrary:
[I] t would seem a most elementary law of selfpreservation and survival that wherever a distinct group of people is living together, such a people should utilize their collective brains and energy for the intensive cultivation and development of themselves culturally, politically and economically.59
THE BLACK SCHOLAR VOLUME 42 5O Finally, there arrived The National Movement for the Establishment of a 49th State, an organization dedicated to a federated political existence for blacks in the US. 61 Sociologists also noted the rise of nationalist sentiment in Mrican American literature and politics during the 1930s as well. The issue within the black community of "Segregation versus Integration" had now reached crisis proportions -at least in the minds of New York Amsterdam News editors: "shall we become people apart or shall we become woven into our American environment?" the paper asked. By their actions, "white fellow-citizens" had effectively demanded that blacks separate themselves from the country. The federal government, on the other hand, had either sanctioned or ignored the existence of segregation. More important, however, was the attitude of blacks themselves: it was they who had to "decide whether they shall become integrated to our American cultural pattern or segregated within it." The advice of the Amsterdam News, therefore, was that blacks should engage the problems of the Great I?epression -not separately, but with Americans as a whole: the "battle for equality" had to be won by the efforts of blacks "as an integral part of the nation. "62 serve" on the part of blacks, which tendencies, "when not degraded, are not hostile but 26. A mulatto is a mulatto, after all, whether the issue of a black mother and white father, or vice-versa. Let us assume, for the moment, that the fear of miscegenation was genuine, that it stemmed from concerns regarding the eventual loss of distinction between white and black individuals, and ultimately, therefore, of the loss of white identity itself. However, the principal cause of miscegenation, where such practices flourished, was to be found in the illicit actions of white men in regard to slave women, as well as to like practices that continued into the postbellum era. White men who fretted over miscegenation, then, had no one to blame but themselves, and needed to direct whatever admonitions they may have harbored towards members of their own tribe. However, the creative way in which miscegenation arguments were sometimes framed drew upon the concept of the female as the bearer of the racial, ancestral line. Miscegenation resulting from white male-black female interactions was thereby considered inconsequential, as it merely involved the "infusion of white blood" into the black ancestral line via the black female. What had to be avoided at all costs, however, was the "infusion of black blood" into the white ancestral line, which could only occur as the result of sexual interactions between black males and white females. In addition, under slavery-and in marked contrast to English common law-the legal status of any child followed that of the mother, rendering illicit sexual relations between white females and black male slaves a greater threat to the institution of slavery than similar relations between white males and black slave females. No doubt the prejudicial aura of this perceived threat carried over into the postbellum era as well. From the inherent logic of the argument, then, the perceived problem was not that of miscegenation in general but rather the threat of white female-black male sexual commerce in particular. The charge of miscegenation also tended to mask exploitative sexual advantages that white males continued to exercise over black females. 
